
  

 

“My hope for you is that you would see the greatest fear you could have is not of failing 

but of giving up too soon.” - Jeff Goins  
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This is the fourth newsletter and it comes at the beginning of the 
New Year, 2016. 
 

HAPPY NEW YEAR, EVERYONE! 
 

Now is the time to put our New Year’s resolutions into action, explore 
all of our possibilities, be ready to take risks, look for inspirations and 
overcome the challenges.  
 

One of these challenges for everyone is the fear of failure. It is this fear that pushes us 
forward, and makes us a better artist. On the other hand, fear can have a paralyzing 
effect on each of us whether it’s life, family, career or even our art. We have all heard of 
“writers block” and as artists the “blank canvas” challenge.  
 

“Don’t worry about failures, 
worry about the chances you miss when you don’t even try.” 

– Jack Canfield 
(co-author of Chicken Soup for the Soul series) 

 

In this February issue, we are excited about having two very successful artists talk about 
How to avoid or overcome the fear of failure. 
 

 Judi Betts, our contributing artist, has written an article on this topic titled 
“Accentuate the Positive.” She is one of our most talented artists in the United States. 
She has taught all over the world and will share some of her experiences with us. How 
fortunate we are to have her share her wisdom. 

 

 Mark Mehaffey, our Spotlight Artist, has certainly faced and overcome this fear of 
failure in his very successful career. He is an international award winning artist, 
teacher, and juror. His work is outstanding and we are honored to have him. 

 

Thank you for joining us on this continuing journey into experimental art and I hope you 
enjoy this newsletter. 
 

Welcome, Everyone! 
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Pass the word about the newsletter to your friends and fellow artists. 
They can subscribe on my website at:  

 www.masterfield.net 
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Reflections - How to overcome the fear of failure 

                                     

As an experimental artist, I am always taking a risk. I never know if the 

work I have done will be my best or my worst. The fact is that I never 

gave up and it eventually became some of my best artwork. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“One question I often hear is, “What if I fail?” But that’s the wrong question.  

It’s not a matter of whether you fail. We all fail at some point. 

The real question you will be asking yourself ten years from now is: 

“Did I try?” – Jeff Goins (writer) 
 

Our topic this month is “How to Avoid the Fear of Failure”. There are many ways to fail. If 

this happens while you are painting, move on. Take a break, read a good art book, then go 

back to the drawing board and paint again. 
 

What do you do to overcome failure? What is the secret to making a perfect work of art? 

When you become an artist, there are many issues to contend with. First, you must learn 

your craft. Then if you choose to paint, as I have, you will need to study all of the possible 

methods available to you. 
 

To avoid a failed painting, I always painted more than one at a time. I found that working on 

one painting from beginning to end almost always ended in failure. Most of the time it 

looked overworked.  

           

My Reflections 
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In my first real studio (the basement of my Ohio apartment), I set up what I called “the 

conveyor belt” painting approach (two plywood boards set side by side). Every day I would 

go down to the basement and work on 6 stretched watercolor boards (40” x 40” sheets). 

Instead of overpainting on a board, I would move to the next board and then the next. Each 

successive painting became fresher looking because I made most of the “mistakes” in the 

previous paintings. It took about one week for all of the paintings to dry. Then I would 

remove the loose materials. I always ended up with a winner for entry into a competition. 

Some of the other paintings were good enough and would go to my galleries. The mediocre  

ones were cut into small pieces and were either: 

 Sold at an outdoor show. 

 Reused as a collage to create another painting. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Moon Glow” is an example of the “conveyor belt” painting approach. I took pieces of 3 

mediocre paintings and combined the best of each to create a finished work. 
 

Through the years teaching in my workshops, I always encouraged my students to work with 

a “conveyor belt” approach. If you have never worked this way, give it a try. 

My Reflections 
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The first time I saw Mark Mehaffey's paintings, I knew immediately that 

he is one of the best. Mark has a deep understanding of painting, uses 

rich colors and powerful design. He draws the viewer into his world and 

makes you stay awhile. Mark moves across the spectrum beginning with 

realism and into abstraction. He may be one of the most prolific artists in 

this country today. Recently, we talked about our careers as artists. I 

was surprised to learn that we both have been teaching for over 30 years 

and have realized how important it is to share with other artists. It is this sharing that 

makes our work grow. 
 

I recommend, if you have a computer, to look up Mark’s instructional videos. It will be so 

inspiring and should not be missed. 
 

Bio 
“I was born in Ann Arbor, Michigan. My dad 
was a dentist, my mother was a nurse and my 
sister is a dentist…I’m the ARTIST. I was 
adopted as a baby and have just recently 
found both sides of my biological family. 
There are many artists on my birth father’s 
side. I now have a photograph of my birth 
Grandfather Plein Air painting in the woods 
of northern Michigan, hanging in my studio. 
Both sides of my biological family have been 
welcoming and my birth mother is still living, 
meeting her was a treat indeed. 

 

Like most kids, I was always drawing and painting but by the age of ten, I was already 
serious and recognized for my efforts. My teachers and my parents kept me in art supplies 
I suspect to keep me out of trouble. It worked, kind of. I’ve never stopped painting and 
this year marks my 55th with a brush in hand. My family was always supportive and my dad, 
perhaps realizing I would NOT be a dentist, always said, “that no matter what I decided to 
do I should work hard and do my very best.” I still live by that advice. 
 

I painted alone, in my room for years, never really being exposed to formal art classes until 
high school and college. I think this isolation actually helped. I developed my own way of 
working (with watercolor) and thinking about what I wanted to do as an artist.  
 

 

Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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I am honored to be a signature member of many fine painting organizations, among them, 
The International Society of Experimental Painters, The American Watercolor Society-
Dolphin Fellow, The National Watercolor Society, Watercolor USA Honor Society, the 
Transparent Watercolor Society of America-Master and many others. It is always an honor 
to be recognized by your peers.” 
 

Mark has won major awards in internationally juried exhibitions by the American 

Watercolor Society, the National Watercolor Society, the Arches Paper Co, the M. 

Grumbacher, and the Shanghai Zhoujiajiao International Biennial Watercolor Exhibition. He 

was also a guest artist for the Salon De L’Aquarelle 2015, Antwerp, Belgium. 
 

Mark wrote, the “Creative Watercolor Workshop,” originally 

published in 2005. It was re-released in 2013 as the “Creative 

Watercolor and Acrylic Workshop”  by Northlight Publishing. He has 

created twelve instructional videos and has appeared in many 

publications.  Mark’s paintings are included in major International, 

Corporate and permanent Museum collections in the United States, 

Mexico, and China. He is a popular juror, workshop instructor and 

lecturer.   
 

Artist Statement 
“Some of my earliest memories include trying to 
match the colors I saw while using a child’s set of 
watercolors. Hours were spent in this endeavor. 
After 55 years of painting, I’m now more inclined to 
paint the colors I feel than the colors I see. 
Paintings always take on a life of their own. 
Sometimes a work requires a studied design 
approach, making a plan and following that plan, at 
other times a more intuitive visceral approach is 
called for.  

 

 

Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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Title: No. 9 
Dimension: 26 x 20 
Media: Mixed water media on Yupo 

The number 9 repeats throughout the composition and is 
loosely based on the Beatles song: Revolution Number Nine  

(continued on next page) 
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I let the idea and content of my work dictate the materials and techniques used….not the  
other way around. Other ideas dictate an exploration of surface and textures, relying on 
the initial concept and intuition to bring the work to a conclusion. 

 

Above all, I value creativity and honesty. And 
although, I follow many paths and speak with 
more than one voice, I am on my own journey. 
I have two wishes…one is to live a few more 

hundred years, for I shall never have enough time to paint all the ideas in my head. 
Probably won't see that wish granted. The second wish, is that somewhere along my journey 
I will communicate with fellow travelers who will see something of what I see and feel 
something of what I feel… 
 

Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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Title: True Path 
Dimension: 20 x 20 
Media:  Mixed Water Media on Yupo 

Is another 'personal abstraction', this painting 
includes my cursive writing as both a textural 
element and as a message...the message?: The 
true path is your  path!  

Title: Screw It 
Dimension: 20 x 20 
Media:  Mixed Media on Yupo 

“Started out as one in a long series of non-
objective, balancing act paintings. 
Somewhere along the process of this work I 
got frustrated and angry with my process and 
just said ‘screw it’! And of course that gave 
me the idea to actually glue a screw to the 
work! I went from angry and frustrated to 
laughing with this one. It also led to a mini 
series of works…titled: Screwing Around, 
Screwed Up, Screw Loose etc. You never 
know where IDEAS will come from... 

(continued on next page) 
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Painting is a lifelong process of growth. I do 
my very best to not worry about the end 
product, but to enjoy and contemplate the 
process. It makes the failures easier to take 
as its part of the whole AND it makes the 
successes a bit less important.  
 
 
 

 

 

Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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Title: Pentimento Gray 
Dimension: 26 x 20 
Media:  Mixed Water Media on Yupo 
All of this series of works have 4 to 5 paintings 
left as small parts peaking through the final work. 
Pentimento is Italian for showing the history of a 
painting  process within that painting. 

Title: Waiting #2 
Dimension: 35 x 24 
Media:  Watercolor on paper 

“This is a separate series that I’m ‘only’ 4 paintings 
into but I’m guessing it will be a long series as it’s 
based on the animals we eat….hence the title 
“Waiting”, as in waiting to be eaten. My mind reels 
with the possibilities. This painting is 34x25 inches, 
transparent watercolor on cold press paper. It has a 
completely different appearance than my first three 
examples because I use technique as a means to 
and end…not the other way around. The concept 
and content of my work dictates HOW I apply the 
media. I try not to limit those possibilities. 

(continued on next page) 
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Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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Title: Organic Geometry Red 
 Organic Geometry Red #2  
Dimension: 26 x 40 
Media:  Mixed Water Media on Yupo 

Large diptych based on  a personal manipulation of the elements and principles of design I choose 
for each painting. They are all painted at the same time as one, and the design is resolved as a 
whole AND as individual paintings. 

(continued on next page) 
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The most important thing I look forward to is always my next painting. 
It will be my best painting yet!” 

 

 

 

 
 

Spotlight on Mark Mehaffey 
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Title: lkdfakl 
Dimension: 00 x 00 
Media:  lfljdl 

kladflalkd 

Title: Gyotaku in Violet 
Dimension: 20 x 26 
Media:  Mixed Water Media with 
    Graphite on Yupo 
This is an ongoing series that incorporates 
both printing and painting. The cool thing is 
I love to fish and to do these I have to catch 
a fish. Real fish are dried, painted in acrylic 
and then printed on Yupo paper and 
allowed to dry for a few days. I then 
completely cover the fish print with a non-
objective painting, often including writing 
with a hidden message. At the end of this 
balancing act I ‘reveal’ the fish by wiping 
away the water soluble watercolor and 
gouache to expose the fish.  

Title: Feed the Soul 
Dimension: 20 x 26 
Media:  Mixed Water Media         
             on Yupo 

This painting based on the ongoing 
series above. 

Contact Mark for more information: 
 

Website:  www.mehaffeygallery.com/ 

Contact:    mark@mehaffeygallery.com 

http://www.masterfield.net
http://www.mehaffeygallery.com/
mailto:mark@mehaffeygallery.com
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The Fun Part – Adding a Touch of Realism 

In this episode of “In the Studio”, I will share some thoughts of how I 

look at finalizing the design of a painting. As artists, we all see and think 

differently based on our experiences, training, and knowledge. The 

willingness to take risks, confront our fears and challenges is what 

defines us as artists. Sometimes, this last step in the painting process 

requires courage and conviction to take something that is good and make it great (a winner). 

Almost all of my work, in the early days, began with the wax paper method. A chance 

encounter at a workshop in California and a “mistake” in my Cleveland studio opened the 

way. It took me several years to develop this method.  

All of it depends on the kind of material I lay into a wet pour. I use wax paper, plastic 

shower curtains, cheesecloth and metallic paper. I also add leaves or stencils under these 

materials for additional designs. After the work dries, I remove all the loose material, and 

look for a touch of realism hidden within the design.  

A word of caution, avoid overworking your painting. Often times, adding the simplest details 

can make a big difference. 

 

 

 

 

 

After the painting dries, the shower 

curtain material, in this case, is 

removed.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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(continued on next page) 
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The result is always surprising and 

exciting when colors blend and unique 

textures are created. I also have the 

option to go back in with color in 

selected areas, if needed to enhance  

the design. 
 

 

 

 

 

Now, this is the fun part, adding a touch of realism!  This is created by adding various 

elements that make up a good design such as squares, circles, lines etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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(continued on next page) 
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As I look at this painting, I’m thinking structures, buildings, and maybe a city. So lets  

add some lines to create squares and/or buildings. 

 

 

 

Then, I look for areas that are unformed or  

incomplete. These are opportunities to add some 

detail to the design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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(continued on next page) 
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Although this work isn’t finished, you can see how some simple details can begin to shape a 

painting in a new direction.  
 

Here are some of my finished paintings and the design elements that I added. 

 

 
 

Among the Falls (Ink, cheesecloth 

on watercolor paper) 
 

 I added white ink, using a brush 

and pen, to open up the design. 

 

 Slanting slightly off center, I 

create the illusion of waterfalls. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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Anasazi Ancients (Ink, Wax Line Drawing on watercolor paper) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Using the wax line drawing technique, I established the design before painting.  

 The inspiration was from a picture of the ”Anasazi ledge houses” built into cliffs. 
 

Ancient Past (Spray Paint and Wax Line Drawing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 The design was first established using “wax line drawing”. 

 I poured a bucket of water to move and lighten color before starting to paint. 

 After drying, I brushed in the dark color with black ink to bring the shapes forward. 
 

 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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(continued on next page) 
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Blue Ridge Mountains (Sand Painting)      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Once the sand painting was dry, I felt the design needed to be strengthened. 

 I decided to break up the foreground from the middle ground. 

 Using “white out tape”, I created hard edged shapes suggesting mountain ridges. 

 Then, I applied acrylic paint using a brush to establish the opaque shapes. 
 

I hope you can see that the design can be influenced both in the beginning as well as the 

finishing steps of a painting. Working on more than one painting at a time, helps to work out 

the design details as you move from one to another. What works well in one painting can be 

further enhanced in the next.  The key is to keep painting and pushing the boundary from 

one work to the other. 
 

Remember, in experimental painting, 

ANYTHING GOES!!! 

In The Studio With Maxine 
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Are there times when you look at someone else’s work and wonder if 

your own work could be better? What have these artists created that 

make their work stand out? What can you do that would enhance yours? 

Is it the use of color, and/or design? Does the work convey a message?  
 

I remember in the past when I juried an amazing exhibit in Kentucky. 

There were so many wonderful paintings; I had a difficult time deciding 

what artworks were deserving of the awards. Then suddenly, I saw a 

painting that stopped me in my tracks. It was a well-done painting of four beetles. The 

technique was good, colors were great, but the subject was terrifying.  These beetles were 

surrounding a very frightened ladybug. I will always remember this image. It won the top 

award. 
 

The following three artists have a different message. Their work is inspiring for us all. 
 

Johannes Bjorner - Watermedia (Ohio) 

Johannes was born in Denmark, grew up in Argentina and 

returned to Denmark to study engineering. Later, he immigrated 

to the USA, where he worked as an engineer. After retiring, he 

divided his time between Europe and the USA. In 1974, his art 

career began, when, he took evening art courses at the Boston 

Museum Scholl and at the Massachusetts College of Art. Later, 

he participated in numerous workshops throughout the USA.  

Johannes has received several awards at various art festivals 

throughout New England. His paintings are in private collections in 

the USA, Europe, Argentina and Australia. 
 

Artists Statement 

“For many years, I painted watercolors landscapes and portraits. During the time in Europe, 
I was inspired by European artists such as, Van Gogh and Emile Nolde. 
 

A workshop taught by Maxine Masterfield in 1989, opened a new world for me. I love 
experimental painting, always looking for new ways to express my art. I paint using a variety 
of media and painting surfaces, including kitchen aluminum foil, which, after coated with 
transparent layers of acrylics, produce beautiful metallic effects. Most of the time I work 
in mixed media. While painting, I listen to classical music, which provides a profound source 
of inspiration. I often give Opus titles to my paintings. 
 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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One of the most memorable exhibits for me took place 
in Spain in the city of Rojales near the Mediterranean 
coast. Seven interconnected caves that had been used 
as housing many years ago had been dug into a hillside 
and later converted to an exhibit place for artists. I 
exhibited around 50 paintings for a month. I brought a 
CD player and placed  it in the cave furthest away, I 
played several CD’s with Chopin music. Hearing the 
music as the sound traveled from cave to cave created 
an almost magical mood. It was my best exhibit ever.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Website:  animusars.blogspot.com.es/ 

Email:      bjornerj@gmail.com 
 

 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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(continued on next page) 

Musica Visual 

Opus 303 

Opus 304 

http://animusars.blogspot.com.es/
mailto:bjornerj@gmail.com
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Jim Fitch - Watermedia (Florida) 

Jim Fitch was born in Ohio and moved to Florida when he was 

three. He married Meredith Anne Smith, a 10th generation 

Florida Cracker and could claim heritage by marriage. Jim and 

his wife have been involved in many art related enterprises for 

over forty years. They are advocates for the art and artists of 

Florida as gallery owners, art teachers, artists representatives, 

art promoters, independent curators of art exhibits and more. 

Jim is a frequent commentator on the arts.  
 

Along the way, 

he named and wrote about the Florida art 

phenomenon, now known as the Highwaymen.  

Also, Jim founded the Museum of Florida 

Art and Culture (MOFAC.ORG) where he 

served as curator for five years. He remains 

involved as the acquisition agent for the 

Florida Masters Collection and art consultant 

for Fitch Global LLC. His book, "Living Dogs 

and Dead Lions", is a short no-holds-barred 

look at the economic side of art. 

Artist Statement 

“The lion’s share of my art involvements was 
always on the “business” side of art, not the 
creative side. That ended when I ran across a 
copy of Maxine’s book, Painting the Spirit of 
Nature and took one of her week long classes in 
Sarasota. That was in 1985 and I’m now addicted 
to abstract naturalism, although, I’ve had to 
wean off those great Pelikan inks and settle for 
acrylics, which requires a different approach to 
things even though it’s still “pour and pray.” 

 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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Dimension Exists 

Two Sparrows In a Hurricane 

(continued on next page) 
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My recent work depends much more on the 
fractal imagery to carry the day and less on 
detail. Fuzzy Wuzzy, (24x36, ink) an older 
painting, is an exception to where I want to 
go. I saw it as a challenge to create a 
detailed piece without producing the “bunny 
in the clouds” horror. If you find an image in 
the negative space, please don’t tell me. 

My goal is to minimize the bad pours, 
maximize the good ones and add just a touch 
of humanness to legitimize my efforts.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

You can contact Jim by Email: 

jim.fitch@gmail.com 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Jo Ann Durham  - Watermedia (Texas) 
 

Jo Ann is an international award-winning artist who resides in 

Fort Worth, Texas. In 1956, she received her bachelor’s degree 

in art and history from A&M-Commerce (formally, East Texas 

State Teachers College). Since then, Jo Ann has had a 

distinguished career, exhibiting her artwork across the U.S.  as 

well as in Belgium, France and the United Kingdom. Durham is a 

member of New York’s prestigious Salmagundi Club, and her 

paintings have been widely reproduced in magazines and books.  
 

 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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Fuzzy Wuzzy 

Coming Home Late 

(continued on next page) 
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Artist’s Statement 
Durham credits artist Wassily Kandinsky for having influenced her art, as well as Plato’s 

theory of beauty and the use of the geometric form using point, line and plane. Music also 

contributes to her work. “My works are counterpointed by music which adds a dimension 
where all details count and conform simultaneously. Many choices are made in the 
expressive and spiritual process of work using creative imagination and intense delight”,  
Durham said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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Radiant Cosmos 

Space Rythms 

(continued on next page) 
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Her work features a variety of movement within art forms. Several of Durham’s works 

incorporate a blend of the technique of “encaustic painting” – an ancient method of fusing 

paint by mixing pigments into heated wax – and pointillism, in which the artist creates a 

pattern with many small, distinct dots of color to create an image. Durham acknowledged 

that it is a process that takes hours to complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

When Jo Ann Durham was six years old, her grandmother took her out into the fields to 

paint bluebonnets in oils. “My grandmother inspired me”, Durham said, “She is the reason I 
fell in love with painting and have been painting for 74 years. I took art lessons as a child 
and majored in art in college. I have studied with the finest abstract artists in the U.S.  
I’m now 78, and I’m so happy to still be painting. I’m like any artist, I want people to see  
my work, it’s a legacy.” 
 

 

You may contact Jo Ann by Email:  

joann.durham@att.net  
 

Finding Inspiration From Others 
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I remember a time when Judi Betts and I taught a workshop in the 

same area. One of Judi’s students completed her class and then 

attended my class. I was teaching techniques with pouring inks, 100% 

pure color right out of the bottle. Her student watched my 

demonstration and said, “Oh no, I can't do that. Judi has just taught 

me how to use color in a very delicate way, one light color over another. 

This would go against everything I just learned.” Then, she left. The 

student had a very good point. We taught two very different 

approaches to painting and the use of color.  
 

When you learn something new, it has to be absorbed slowly, and there is a lot to learn 

from Judi. Her use of color and designs are unique. I am so glad she joined us for our 

adventure. Judi Betts has the “Magical Touch”. 
 

BIO 
Judi Betts resides in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. She has 

attained an international reputation for her 

transparent watercolor paintings. Judi is an 

internationally acclaimed and award winning artist, 

teacher, writer and judge/juror. She has studied with 

master watercolor artists such as Millard Sheets, 

Barse Miller, and Rex Brandt. 
 

Judi’s paintings have won over 100 awards in major 

competitions. Her paintings have appeared on national 

TV, wine labels, CDs, DVDs and in over 35 books. She 

has received awards from the Louisiana Governor's 

Award for Professional Artist, and the Transparent 

Watercolor Society of America. Judi was selected for a special award for "Contributions to 

the medium of Watercolor" by Watercolor USA Honor Society and in 2012 received their 

Lifetime Achievement Award. She is the author of the award winning books 

Watercolor...Let's Think About It! (5th printing) and Painting...a QUEST toward 
Xtraordinary as well as a contributor to many prominent art magazines. 
 

Judi is a signature member of the American and National Watercolor Societies. She also 

holds memberships in both the National and Salmagundi Art Clubs in New York City; and is 

listed in WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN ART. Her paintings are included in corporate, 

university, museum and private collections. 

 

Contributors Corner With Judi Betts 
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How do you handle rejection and overcome the fear of failure? 

“Accentuate the Positive!” 
 

Artist Statement 
“My first reaction to the suggested article title was 
Failure and Rejection does not impact me negatively.  
Other than an initial sting, there are no long-term 
ramifications or concerns.  After pondering the 
article, I woke up singing a peppy song!  Yet, it took 
me 25 years to earn full membership into the 
American Watercolor Society.  Then in 2015, after 
25 years of full membership, I was invited to do a 
demonstration on April 13, 2015, in New York City 
for their 149th Annual International Exhibit of the 
American Watercolor Society! 
 

Like any artist – like any human – I have experienced 
rejection in my career.  Work I submitted into 
competitions did not earn awards, a particular piece 
was not purchased, and I have received my fair 
share of rejection letters.  Though not keen to 
wallpaper my bathroom with such letters, as one 
fellow artist I heard of has done, I do believe in 
seeing the humor, finding the bright spot, and simply knowing that if you keep painting, 
keep trying, and keep submitting, the odds are in your favor.  When you finally do receive 
the recognition you work toward, the success is much sweeter. Recently, in the December 
2015 edition of The Artist’s Magazine, I was selected as a finalist in three categories:  
Interiors, Landscapes, and Animals. Realize, I had to enter all of these categories.  Even 
though I did not win the grand prize, I was a finalist and quite pleased and curious to see 
who did win the top award and read about other artists I know who made the finalists list.   
 

I am thankful to have been raised by parents who explained that failure is a part of life 
and nurtured all that I and my twin sister Janet did well.  This early training helped 
establish my positive foundation and developed an outlook to see “challenges” rather than 
“obstacles.”  Just as when farmers plant ten seeds and only nine bear fruit, we have to keep 
life in perspective.  I suggest these tips: 

 Keep trying; 
 Learn the parts well;  
 and, as my late husband Tom Betts used to tell me often, “Stay focused!” 
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Singing a jazzy song to go with the circumstance also helps as I exclaim “Enter more! Paint 
more!” 

 

Often, if a piece I submitted is not selected, I will immediately enter the same piece in 
another exhibition. Alternatively, if you painted a daytime landscape, try painting the same 

scene at night, or change the 
season from spring to autumn.  
Some painters may try  
another medium and change from 
watercolor to acrylic or oil. Use a 
wax crayon to create a particular 
effect that may have needed more 
luminescence.  However, I prefer 
remaining in the same medium of 
watercolor, but may change pigment 
from cobalt blue to manganese, for 
example.  A small adjustment can 
serve as precisely the refreshing 
change required to set you in the 

right direction.  “Anything goes” when trying to get in 
the right frame of mind that helps you vividly recall 
the joy of creating, being inspired, and the reason one 
began painting in the first place.  This attitude and 
advice aligns well with the message and philosophy 
Maxine Masterfield promotes in her quarterly e-book 
“Spirit of Experimental Art.”  
 

I recall consoling someone who entered a contest who 
did not win any accolades and was saddened.  When I 
asked, “How many boats did you paint?” and the artist 
replied, “One.” I suggested he paint one HUNDRED 
more boats before becoming discouraged.  I employ 
similar encouragement when teaching and always look 
for a student’s strengths, quick to point highlights, 
talents, and praise to each student.   
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Rejection happens no matter what path you choose in life – if you are a baker, one batch of 
your cookies may burn, if you’re a football kicker, you may not make the field goal.  Vince 
Lombardi taught, “It’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up.”  
Similarly, Nelson Mandela said, “Do not judge me by my successes, judge me by how many 
times I fell down and got back up again.”  Mandela also said, and this quote I saw today in 
church, “Difficulties break some men but make others.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In life and in art, there is risk.  With risk, sometimes one fails and other times one soars.  
Rejection can lead you to the next big, wonderful step – it may provide a change and offer 
an artist that euphoria or excitement he or she experienced when they first began – the 
joy of continuing to learn.  Explore!  Laugh!  It is okay that it is not perfect – is every leaf 
on a tree the same size, shape and color?  It is more important that you are happy and 
developing your creative idea.  Happiness, like laughter, is contagious.  I recommend being 
around those people who encourage you.  Rejection calls to mind the quote:  “When you 
come out of the storm, you won’t be the same person who walked in.  That’s what the 
storm’s all about.”  -- Haruki Murakami 
 

I happened to speak with fellow fine artist Mary Ann Caffery in Baton Rouge who 
mentioned that she heard this quote (though she did not know the source,) “You can do 
anything you want…you just cannot do everything.”  In the same vein, author Mark 
Rubenstein (@mrubinsteinCT) tweeted:  “If writing is the life you’ve chosen, you must 
accept the unfair criticism, the indifferent reader, the bad reviews.  Don’t complain.  
Write.”  The same can be said for musicians, artists, and painters.   
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Do not dwell on negatives:  Be positive and hang out with winners! 
 

Maxine Masterfield defines the purpose of The 
International Society of Experimental Artists is 
to inspire, teach, and challenge.  I want an artist 
who had experienced a recent rejection to grab 
hold of that inner feeling of confidence and 
enthusiasm they had when the idea first 
appeared.  Tap into that energy and realize it is 
fun – be motivated by that idea, even after, and 
perhaps especially after, they experience 
rejection.  This reflection enables you to enjoy 
freedom with your tools to create anew.    Try 
to look at this rejection as an OPPORTUNITY.   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
As a final tip, I urge everyone to be receptive to 
new ideas – look for ideas because they are 
everywhere.  I always try to turn my back on 
failure and look out and ahead to better things.  
Don’t dwell on failure.  Enter to win and go with 
gusto.  Be in it to win it.  Be true to yourself. 
 

As the song written by Johnny Mercer goes, 
“You’ve got to accentuate the positive/ Eliminate 
the negative/ And latch on to the affirmative/ 
Don’t mess with mister in between.”  This is 
exactly the peppy song I woke up singing!” 
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As you may have noticed, this is a unique newsletter.  
 

It has become a quarterly “Multi-Media eBook”.  
 

I would love to hear your thoughts and suggestions.  
If you have any specific topics you would like included in future 

issues, let me know. 
 

Drop me a note, my email address is below! 

All Rights Reserved. Artwork and photographs may not be reproduced without the  

expressed written consent of the owner.  
 

The purpose of this newsletter is to educate, inspire and motivate. Feel free to share the 

newsletter with other artists, friends and colleagues. 
 

The contents herein are based on the views and opinions of the author and all associate 

contributors. The author and all other contributors accept no responsibility for any 

consequential actions taken, whether monetary, legal, or otherwise, by any and all readers 

of the materials provided. It is the reader's sole responsibility to seek professional advice  

before taking any action on their part. 
 

Readers results will vary based on their skill level and individual perception of the  

contents herein, and thus no guarantees, monetarily or otherwise, can be made accurately. 
 

© 2016 Maxine Masterfield 
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